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“Pre-stopping is a process where sonorants, most commonly nasals and 
laterals, are preceded by a period of complete homorganic [oral] closure.”
(Harvey et al., 2015, p. 232)
• Kaytetye (Kay):
• anhe [ɐnɐ̪] ‘there, that one’
• atnhe [ɐtn̪ɐ̪] ‘emu down’
• aleke [ɐləkə] ‘dog’ 
[ɐtləkə]
• Kay nasal pre-stopping is contrastive





































































Mean closure duration in Kay nasal
pre-stopping significantly longer than in 
Kay lateral pre-stopping.
(data from Harvey et al., 2015)
Mean closure duration in Kay nasal
pre-stopping significantly longer than in 
Kay lateral pre-stopping.





































































Both non-contr stive Gupapuyngu nasal 
pre-stopping and non-contrastive Warlpiri 
lateral pre-stopping pattern with
non-contrastive Kay lateral pre-stopping.
(data from Loakes, Butcher, Fletcher, & Stoakes, 2008)
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Arabana datasets
• Two datasets, both adult male speakers
• SS:
• Visual elicitation, i.e. no orthography
• Headwords in #(C)V1_V2(CV+)#, e.g. madla ‘dog’
• 29 types yielding 190 tokens
• Elicited by Margaret Carew
• LS:
• Read materials for a dictionary project
• Uncontrolled stimulus set
• 13 types yielding 113 tokens































• Figure: duration of pre-stop closures
• e.g. [d] in [madla]
• Token counts in parentheses
• SS (solid line) and LS (dashed line) 
datasets comparable 
• Arabana pre-stopping durations appear to 












































































































































































































• KS-S01-JA pre-stopped all tokens in all 
types for contrastive Kay nasal pre-
stopping
• Non-contrastive Kay lateral pre-stopping 
highly variable across speakers, across 
types
• E.g. KS-S01-JA’s aleke:
[ɐləkə] [ɐtləkə] [ɐləkə] [ɐtləkə] = 2/4 = 50%
(data from Harvey et al., 2015)
• All tokens of all types pre-stopped for 
Arabana nasals…
• Except for pudnu ‘dirt’ where all 5 tokens 
were not pre-stopped, i.e. [punu]
• Arabana lateral pre-stopping relatively 
more variable across types
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• All tokens of all types pre-stopped for 
Arabana nasals…
• Except for pudnu ‘dirt’ where all 5 tokens 
were not pre-stopped, i.e. [punu]
• Arabana lateral pre-stopping relatively 
more variable across types
• Mean consistency: 71%
• SS’s mean pre-stopping consistencies 
pattern with upper-bound of Kay pre-
stopping consistency distributions:
• Kay nasals, max: 100%
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1 Acoustics of contrastive vs. non-contrastive pre-stopping
2 Acoustics of pre-stopping in Arabana
3 Unpredictability of pre-stopping in Arabana lexicon
4 Phonological status of Arabana pre-stopping
“The rules governing [Arabana] pre-stopping are 
complex and there are a number of exceptions.
[…] 
This brings one to the inevitable conclusion that at 
the time Arabana-Wangkangurru became a 
remembered language the pre-stopped consonants 
were close to reaching phonemic status.”
(Hercus,1994, p. 43)
Basic patterns
• Nearly complementary #CV_ vs. #V_ (exception: #i_)
• No pre-stopping after syllable 1
✓ #ˈC V [Stop] [Lat/Nas] ✗ #ˈC V [Lat/Nas]
✗ #  ˈa [Stop] [Lat/Nas] ✓ #  ˈa [Lat/Nas]
✗ #  ˈu [Stop] [Lat/Nas] ✓ #  ˈu [Lat/Nas]
✓ #  ˈi [Stop] [Lat/Nas] ✓ #  ˈi [Lat/Nas]
A closer look at [#C_]
✓ # C    V   −Lat−Nas
+Lat
−Nas … [midl̪a̪] ‘nose’, [pudlu] ‘dull'
✓ # −Nas V  −Nas +Nas … [pudn̪u̪] ‘ashes’
✗ # +Nas V  −Nas +Nas … *[mudn̪u̪]
✓ # +Nas V  +Nas V … [muna̪] ‘body, chest’
✗? # C    V  [+Lat][+Nas] V …
*?[mulu], *?[punu],
*?[pulu]
Exceptions: single prosodic words
• Lexical roots: 
• ta̪muna̪ ‘secret, sacred’, waniŋka ‘ceremonial string cross’, calara ‘singed’





Exceptions: multiple prosodic words
ŋura madla ŋura-mala
camp bad sorry place
midla ŋadl̪a̪ midla-ŋadl̪a̪
nose cheek face
madla madla madla-mala, mala-mala
dog RED doggie
madla -wici- madla-wici-, mala-wici-
bad become become bad
Loans
abmuna red mulga Arrernte *amuna
intikubma mountain devil Arrernte *intikuma
padla bottle English
pudluka ~ puluka bullock English *puluka
[Stop][Lat/Nas] vs. [Lat/Nas] in V_V
• Distribution of Arabana intervocalic [Stop][Lat/Nas] sequences 
and [Lat/Nas] segments is not predictable by either 
phonological or morphological criteria.
• Phonotactic patterns found in native Arabana vocabulary are 
not consistently applied to loan vocabulary.
• Consequently, the opposition is contrastive.
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Phonological status of [Stop][Lat/Nas]
1. They are complex ‘pre-stopped’ lateral and nasal segments
• Benefit: Simplifies phonotactics
• Cost: Complicates segmental inventory
2. They are consonant clusters
• Benefit: Simplifies segmental inventory
• Cost: Complicates phonotactics
Arabana & Kaytetye
• No triple sequences of [+consonantal] segments
• i.e. */ɾmp/, */lnd/, etc.
• But Kaytetye allows for [tnt]…
Kaytetye
Homorganic
mp nt ɳʈ nt̪ ̪ ɲc ŋk
pmp tnt ʈɳʈ tn̪t̪ ̪ cɲc kŋk
Heterorganic
np nm nk nŋ
tnp tnm tnk tnŋ
ɳp ɳm ɳk ɳŋ
ʈɳp ʈɳm ʈɳk ʈɳŋ
Arabana
1. Complex Segment Hypothesis, e.g. /dn/
• Benefit: No violation of syllable contact law (Murray & Venneman 1983)
• Cost: (a) Seventh manner class
(b) 5 extra phonemes - 24% increase in inventory size
2. Cluster Hypothesis, e.g. /d/ + /n/
• Benefit: No change to segmental inventory
• Cost: Considerable number of violations of the Syllable Contact Law
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